Social and solidarity innovation
project is looking for its entrepreneur
You are interested in innovative technologies
and entrepreneurial adventure?
Looking for a business creation project
with a strong social and solidarity nature?
SATT Paris-Saclay is looking for the future co-founder of Joka Jobs start-up which will allow to valorize a technology designed to support
low job experienced young people (<30) return to work . It is a mobile app that is particularly suited to the search for job, internship,
work-study, training or civic service, in France at first and soon abroad.
Your mission? Prepare the creation and the development plan of the start-up: validate applications and markets, build the business
model, formalize the business plan, define the financial strategy, etc.

JOKA JOBS
#MobileApp

#Game

#JobSearch
Innovation

► Thanks to its design in the form of a serious
game, its geolocation function and its smartphone
compatibility, Joka Jobs technology encourages
jobseekers to increase their mobility, breaks down
barriers in the search for work and helps build a
network between jobseekers and recruiters in order to
facilitate access to jobs.

Discover the project

/////////////// An enabling environment for the start-up development
A committed technical partner

Working with SATT Paris Saclay

This technology is developed at Telecom Paris by

SATT Paris-Saclay business model is based on a virtuous

Dana Diminescu, a sociologist and research teacher.

mechanism of sharing the revenues generated by the

This project is funded by SATT Paris-Saclay.

exploitation of research results. The start-up will benefit from
an exclusive licence in return for the payment of reduced
royalties (% of turnover) and the acquisition of shares in the
capital.

/////////////// Joka Jobs project assets
●

A tool based on years of research on access to employment and mobility issues

●

An app already available on Apple Store and Google Play

●

A tested and approved technology with public actors in job search and major industrial groups

● A suited solution to the French government plan “1 young, 1 solution”
Contact: Grégory Peignon | gregory.peignon@satt-paris-saclay.fr | +33 7 62 09 80 35

